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Driving a car today is becoming
much like interacting with a mobile
computer in a moving environment.
Due to the rapid development of
sensor technologies and mobile services, the car has already become a
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space for media consumption, and
even acts as a moving office. The car
today is far more than what it was
in the early days: a simple means
of transportation. But maneuvering a car has been, and probably

always will be, a highly visual
task—at least until the introduction
of autonomous driving. The driver
must observe the outside environment and check driving-related
information such as current speed.
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such as heating, navigation, adaptive cruise control, active lane
guidance, parking assistance, and
night vision—to name only a few.
Altogether, a modern car today
can offer more than 700 functions.
Now, imagine a car with more than
700 controls on its dashboard!
It is quite obvious that this number of controls could not be handled
by a driver, who would be able
neither to reach all of them nor to
remember their locations. In particular, the introduction of GPS navigation systems and advanced infotainment features created the need
for a display, which paved the way
to combine all functions into one
central multifunctional system. The
benefits of haptic control and haptic
feedback in the car seem to have
been pushed aside by the need to
provide more comfort and infotainment functions, not to mention additional safety systems. This trend has
•F
 igure 1. Car controls, then and now.
Left: 1938 BMW
328. Right: 2011
BMW 6 Series.
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frequency. The advantages of physical controls are that drivers can find
and use them more or less eyes-free,
just by feeling, and that these controls provide direct haptic feedback.
Early on, buttons for turning on the
headlights even remained in their
position when pushed so the driver
could feel whether the headlights
were on. To turn off the headlights,
the driver had to pull the button.
Looking at cars of the late 1990s,
we can see there still were a lot
of different haptic controls, such
as buttons, sliders, knobs, and
stalk controls, and that one-to-one
mappings were still in use (for an
overview of car controls, see [1]).
In contrast, over the past decade
the number of functions for infotainment, comfort, and assistive
systems within cars has exploded:
Current well-equipped cars require
means for browsing MP3 collections
and controlling complex systems

Photographs from left by Dagmar Kern, Bastian Pfleging.

Therefore, when designing automotive interfaces it is essential that the
interaction concept include additional senses and modalities to reduce
visual demands on the driver. A
prominent example is the human
haptic sense. Devices for the primary driving task are designed for
eyes-free interaction; nobody needs
to look at the steering wheel while
turning or at the accelerator pedal
when increasing speed. These haptic
primary driving devices have been
part of cars from the very beginning
and are almost indispensable.
During the first 100 years of the
automobile, it was common to add a
new control when introducing new
functionalities. The predominant
interaction concept was a one-to-one
mapping in which one control operates exactly one function (see Figure
1). For example, there would be a
button for turning on the headlights
or a knob for adjusting the radio
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led to a reduced number of different
interaction devices but requires the
driver to search through a range of
menus to find a desired function.
The driver now has to divide his or
her visual attention between the
primary driving task and a central
information display (CID), which
requires a lot of visual attention
and thus distracts from the primary
driving task.
Of course, with the increasing
number of new driver-assistance
systems, such as lane-departure
warning or pedestrian-detection systems, one could argue that today’s
cars also have “eyes” on the road,
removing some visual load from the
driver. However, from a legal perspective, the driver is still responsible for any traffic accidents. The user
interface in the car should therefore
be designed in the best possible
way to prevent driver distraction
and thus potential accidents.
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Haptic Feedback in
Multifunctional Car Systems
Usually there are three ways to
interact with multifunctional systems in the car:
• Buttons and additional controls
are arranged around or near the CID.
Some of these buttons are context
dependent; their meaning is shown
on the display next to the button.
• A multifunctional controller is
used to navigate hierarchical menu
structures, which are shown on a
high-resolution CID.
• Virtual buttons must be
“pressed” directly on a touchenabled version of the screen.
There are also combinations of
these interaction concepts available
on the market.
Which haptic feedback do these
interaction concepts provide? In
the first case, a kind of haptic feedback is given by the control itself:
Even if the driver has to look for the

meaning of a context-dependent
button mounted around the screen,
the button lets the driver feel if
it has been pushed and therefore
communicates if a function has
been selected. When the driver
knows the meaning of a contextdependent button, he or she can
even select it without looking.
In the second case, the haptic
feedback is more complex: “Push
and turn” controllers such as the
iDrive controller by BMW [2], the
COMAND controller by Mercedes [3],
and the MMI controller by Audi [4]
are usually mounted in the driver’s
armrest on the center console and
can be turned, pushed, and shifted
in four or even eight directions to
navigate through menus shown on
the display. Often there are additional buttons mounted around the
controller to support menu browsing. Haptic feedback is provided by
force feedback when turning the
controller. Thus, the driver can feel
how the menu selection moves to
the next item in a list; at the end of
the list, the controller stops turning

to indicate there are no more items.
This haptic feedback enables a kind
of eyes-free interaction. For example,
when a driver wants to select the
second-to-last song in a list, he or
she can quickly navigate to the end
of the list and then go back one step,
without looking at the display.
Another approach is followed by
the Lexus Remote Touch controller [5], which is mainly a reactionforce and force-feedback joystick
that allows the user to do pointing
tasks on the screen using the WIMP
metaphor known from the personal
computer. The cursor movement
is supported by haptic feedback
in a way that the driver can feel
the cursor entering a region of a
selectable item. Force-feedback
is used to snap the cursor to buttons. The item can be selected by
clicking buttons on the joystick.
In the third case there is no haptic
feedback at all in current technologies. The virtual buttons on a touchenabled CID rely only on visual
feedback on the display or on audio
feedback. But there are already some
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 igure 2 (left).
Audi MMI touch
controller. Figure
3 (right). Adaptive
control elements
can dynamically
change their shape
to communicate
information to the
driver in an eyesfree manner [9].

To add vibrotactile feedback,
Richter et al. created the HapTouch
system, which enriched a touchscreen with force sensors and a
linear actuator able to move the
entire display in z-direction [7].
When the screen is touched, the
system can sense a finger position
and provide tactile information. If
the display is pressed harder, fur-

ther interaction, such as pressing
a button, can be implemented.
Instead of vibrotactile feedback,
Spies et al. propose using an adaptive haptic touchpad that changes
its shape in z-direction [8]. By using
an adaptive, adjustable surface like
the HyperBraille technology, elements on the center display can
be represented on the touchpad by
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Touch Interaction and
Haptic Feedback
Depending on the position of the
screen (e.g., in the middle of the
dashboard), it can be cumbersome
for the driver to reach and touch
the central information display.
Decoupled input devices like the
multifunctional controllers mentioned before allow us to overcome
this issue. Similarly, touch input
decoupled from the display is used
in the MMI touch interface [6] developed by Audi: A touchpad on the
center stack close to the gearshift
allows drivers to perform gestures,
input characters, or execute shortcut commands (assigned to certain
areas of the input device) to control
the infotainment system (see Figure
2). Since this is a traditional touchpad, this device offers neither visual
nor haptic feedback, which makes it
difficult to implement, for example,
virtual buttons.
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projects that are looking into possibilities to add haptic feedback to
touch interaction.
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elevated areas. Thus, drivers can
feel and even press these elevated
elements, allowing them to interact
with the infotainment system. In a
user study, Spies et al. compared a
traditional, flat touchpad and the
haptic touchpad. The results show
that the haptic touchpad reduces the
number and duration of glances to
the screen and results in less lane
deviation than the use of the traditional touchpad [8].
Even for traditional controls such
as buttons or dials, first concepts
propose to add more tactile feedback. Prototypes of these controls,
called adaptive control elements [9],
can change their shape to improve
eyes-free usage in the cockpit (see
Figure 3). These controls can be
dynamically modified by reorienting the control or certain surfaces.
Similarly, the control’s geometric
shape can be modified (e.g., height
and width change from a circular to
a square control). Finally, the surface
can be modified to transmit certain
information.
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Tactile Automotive User Interfaces
One further option for haptic
feedback in the car is provided by
tactile interfaces based on vibration impulses. Such interfaces are
already available, for example,
integrated into the seat or steering
wheel. These are part of advanced
driver-assistance systems and may
emit vibration impulses to inform
drivers when they leave the lane
unintentionally. So far, vibration
output is used only to alert drivers of an event. However, a few
research projects posit that vibration
feedback can communicate more
than just simple warning signals.
The navigation context seems to
be a promising application area, in
which complex information such
as distance to the next turn or
intersection could be encoded as

vibration signals. This would have
the same advantage as muting the
sometimes annoying audio output
of the navigation system (a common
practice among drivers), but would
not result in missed turns. The
vibration output can provide sufficient information or may prompt the
driver to look at the display.
Meaningful use of tactile information requires a direct connection between the actuators and the
human body. Up until now, the following locations for actuators have
been considered by researchers to
communicate navigational instructions: driver’s seat [10], steering
wheel [11], and additional wearable
devices, such as the waist belt used
by Asif et al. [12].
Van Erp and van Veen [10] compared the effects of providing navigation instructions through tactile
output instead of visual output on
the driver’s cognitive workload and
performance. They developed a
tactile display consisting of eight
tactors mounted in the driver’s
seat (four under each thigh) and
used an ipsilateral mapping, which
means vibration under the left thigh
indicates a left turn. Distance to
the next waypoint was encoded in
rhythm (closer temporal intervals
indicate that the distance to the
next waypoint is decreasing). They
observed a reduction of cognitive
workload when comparing the use
of a tactile display with the use of
a visual display, especially in highworkload conditions.
The steering wheel as a tactile
output device was the focus of one of
our own projects [11]. We used tactile output as part of a multimodal
automotive user interface. In addition to vibrotactile output, this interface provided visual and audio information. We developed a steering
wheel with six vibration motors; one
at the top, one at the bottom, and

two at each side. Similar to van Erp
and van Veen’s approach, vibration
on the left side indicated a left turn,
whereas vibration on the right side
indicated a right turn. By comparing
different combinations of these output modalities in a driving simulator
study, we found that adding tactile
information to existing audio or,
especially, to visual representations
can improve both driving performance and driver experience. Most
of our participants used the tactile
information as a pointer/trigger to
tell them when to attend to the other
forms of information presented, thus
enabling them to offload the cognitive work associated with monitoring
for navigational information.
Whereas the addition of tactile
output to the seat and steering
wheel requires changing the car
interior (the easiest way would be
to add additional components like
seat or steering wheel covers with
integrated vibration motors), Asif
et al. [12] developed a device worn
by the driver. Their team integrated eight vibration motors into
a waist belt and used this device
to present spatial turn-by-turn
information, including distance
encoding. On a test track, they
compared this approach with a
conventional car navigation system and found that the tactile belt
led to better orientation performance, with no significant effect
on cognitive workload, driving
performance, and distraction.
Summing up these results, we
see that tactile feedback can be
provided at various locations and
allows us to communicate more
information than just warnings,
without having a negative effect
on the driver’s workload and performance. We assume that tactile
displays will have a large impact on
further developments of automotive
user interfaces.
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back in the various forms described
here will receive more attention in
the development process of automotive user interfaces. The simplest
and already most common usage of
tactile feedback is to alert the driver
about potential hazards or to raise
his or her attention to further visual
information shown on the display.
The fact that more drivingrelated apps and personal devices
that are not or are only partially
integrated into the system find
their way into the car raises new
challenges, but also provides new
opportunities for haptic feedback.
Add-ons such as steering wheel
or seat covers that provide haptic
feedback can be offered by thirdparty suppliers, together with an
associated app for a smartphone.
Overall, we assume the task of
designing automotive user interfaces
will remain challenging throughout
the coming years. New functions
and technologies will continuously
find their way into the car and want
to be operated while driving. At the
same time, driving safety needs to
be maintained and even improved.
Therefore, the main goal is to keep
driver distraction low, for example,
by reducing the necessity of visual
attention other than to the road.
By using haptic or tactile feedback,
an additional modality can be used
to pass information to the driver.
While tactile feedback has already
found its way into the car for basic
warnings, it will be interesting to
see how additional haptic feedback
will be integrated into future cars.
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Conclusion
Looking at the automotive user
interface and how it has changed,
in particular throughout the past
decade, we see a lot of changes and
challenges when it comes to usable
and at the same time safe interfaces. Driven by technical advances,
assistance systems, and especially
by consumer devices, we expect the
number of functions in the car to
increase even further throughout
the coming years. This means consequently that the hierarchical CID
menus that provide access to different functions will become more
and more complex. Even if controls
provide haptic feedback, browsing
through the menus to find a desired
function will require a lot of the
driver’s visual attention and cause
driver distraction. A revival of the
initial paradigm of one-to-one mappings can be observed in BMW’s
concept of “functional bookmarks”
[13]. For frequently used functions,
such as radio stations, favorite settings, or navigation destinations,
shortcut buttons can be used. When
a finger approaches a (user-defined,
freely assigned) bookmark button,
visual information about the function of the button is provided on the
screen. Once the button is pressed,
the function is activated. Functional
bookmarks combine the benefit of
haptic controls with personalized
interaction. If the driver knows the
function assignment by heart, he or
she can operate these buttons eyesfree and speed up his or her interaction time enormously.
As long as the task of driving a car
is not completely automated, visual
attention should get diverted away
from the road as little as possible.
Since the audio channel is already
occupied by other activities in the
car such as talking to passengers
and listening to the radio, in the
coming years haptic and tactile feed-
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